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Two classes of projective varieties are considered in this paper: norm 
hypersurfaces and varieties of reduced elements defined by finite-dimen- 
sional central simple Jordan algebras. The former has been considered 
previously in [S, 23, 131. The concept of a reduced Jordan algebra over a 
field of characteristic 22 was introduced in [S]. Such an algebra was 
defined to be a Jordan algebra with unit 1 = Cy e; where the e, are 
orthogonal idempotents such that the Peirce space yiil = Fe,, F the base 
field, 1 d i 6 m. We determined the structure of the reduced simple Jordan 
algebra and showed that up to isotopy these are the same simple algebras 
which we have determined in Section 2. The present definition of reduced 
algebra is based on the notion of reduced element of a Jordan algebra 
defined to be an element c such that U,.y c Fc (U, = 2Lf - Lc2 where L, is 
x-+ c. x if char F# 2). An algebra is called reduced if it is spanned by 
reduced elements. 
These concepts have been used recently by John Faulkner to define 
derivation invariant symmetric bilinear forms on Jordan triple systems over 
a field [4]. The theory has been extended in the preceding paper by 
McCrimmon to Jordan triple systems over arbitrary commutative rings. In 
this paper we restrict our attention to finite-dimensional Jordan algebras 
over a field F and we take as point of departure some of the basic results 
noted by McCrimmon in [21]. In particular, Propositions 2.2 and 2.3 
below are due to him. We note also that to encompass base fields of 
* A preliminary version of this paper entitled “Generic reducing fields for Jordan algebras” 
was presented at a conference honoring Irving Kaplansky at the University of Chicago, June 
12-14, 1984. 
+ This research was partially supported by National Science Foundation Grant MCS 79- 
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characteristic two we have adopted the point of view of quadratic Jordan 
algebras. 
Let 9 be a finite-dimensional (unital quadratic) Jordan algebra over a 
field F (definition in Section 1) and let F be an algebraically closed field 
containing F. We define the variety VY of reduced elements as the set of 
points Fu in the projective space of one-dimensional subspaces of &+ such 
that u is a reduced element ( #O) of $$ This is a variety defined by 
homogeneous polynomials with coefficients in F. We show that if f is 
outer central simple as defined in Section 1 then Vf is absolutely 
irreducible and, in fact, Y>, for F, the separable algebraic closure of F is 
birationally equivalent to a hrojective space (see Section 5). 
The irreducibility of TV; for f outer central simple permits us to define 
the field PF(yf) of rational functions on $>. We show that this field is a 
generic reducing field for 2 in a sense analogous to the definition of generic 
splitting field for a central simple associative algebra: If F’ is an extension 
field of the base field F then $/.., is reduced if and only if there exists an 
F-place on PF(-tT,) to F’. Moreover, $ outer central simple is reduced if 
and only if PF(Yf) is rational (= purely transcendental) over F. 
The first live sections of the paper are devoted to the general theory of 
the varieties V> and the fields PF(Y>) for 2 finite-dimensional central sim- 
ple. Section 6 deals with norm hypersurfaces for these algebras and Sec- 
tion 7 deals with applications to central simple associative algebras with 
involutions. In the last section we give an important set of defining 
equations for VY for outer central simple <f due to Faulkner. 
1. DEFINITIONS 
In this paper “Jordan algebra” will mean finite-dimensional unital 
quadratic Jordan algebra over a field F. This is a triple (f, U, 1) where $ 
is a finite-dimensional vector space over F, Ii is a quadratic map of f into 
End,f, and 1 is distinguished element of 2 such that the following 
axioms (due to McCrimmon) are verified: 
QJl: U, = 1,. 
452: UUab = U,UhUrr, a, bE8. 
QJ3: If Urr,b= Ua+b- U, - Uh and V,,, is defined by Vu,h~ = U,..,b 
then 
u, Vh,rr = Vtl,h u,= U,““, 
QJ4: QJ2, and QJ3 are maintained on extensions of the base field: If 
F is an extension field of F and U is the (unique) extension of U on 2 to a 
quadratic map from yP to End-, 2P then QJ2 and QJ3 hold for U on $&. 
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QJ4 is superfluous if IFI > 4. If char F # 2 then the concept of quadratic 
Jordan algebra is equivalent to the usual one of linear Jordan algebra with 
unit. Given (f, U, 1) we obtain the linear Jordan algebra in which the Jor- 
dan product is a. b = $I 0 b where a 0 b = Uo,h 1 and 1 is unit for this mul- 
tiplication. On the other hand, if $ is linear with unit then ($, U, 1) is 
quadratic if 1 is the given unit and U, = 2Lz - La2, where L, is x -+ a. x. 
The following are the standard constructions of quadratic Jordan 
algebras: Let .d be an associative algebra (with 1). Then ~2 defines a Jor- 
dan algebra &(y) = (~2, U, 1) where U,b = uba. The algebras d(Y) and their 
subalgebras are called special. If d has an involution J: u-+u* then the 
subset H(&‘, .I) of J-symmetric elements is a subalgebra of .ticy). 
Another class of Jordan algebras is the algebras Jord( Q, 1) defined by a 
quadratic form Q with a base point 1. Here we have a vector space 2 
equipped with a quadratic form Q and a base point 1 defined by the con- 
dition Q( 1) = 1. If Q(x, y) = Q(x + y) - Q(X) - Q(J)), T(x) = Q(x, 1 ), and 
X= T(x) 1 -.Y then one defines Jord(Q, 1) = (&, U, 1) where U: a-+ U, 
and 
U,,b = Q(u, 6) a - Q(u) 6. (1.1) 
Using a modified definition of Clifford algebras one can show that 
Jord(Q, 1) is special (see [16] or [13, Sect. 2.21). 
Next we define the standard exceptional (= non-special) Jordan algebra. 
Here we begin with an octonion or Cuyley ul,ebru 0 and take f to be the 
vector space of 3 x 3 hermitian octonion matrices with diagonal entries in 
F. These have the form 
x1 a3 a2 
h= ii, ~1~ a, 
i --I 
, cc,~Fl, U,E~ (1.2) 
02 UI z3 
which we denote also as (x, a). We define a cubic form N on 9 by 
t(u) 1 = a + ii, t(u,u,u,) = t((u,u2) u3) = t(u,(u,u,)), and n(u) 1 = uc?, 5 the 
conjugate of the octonion a. Next we define 
T(h, k) = (A: N)(Al; N) - A; AkN (1.4) 
where A; f for a polynomial function f is defined to be the coefficient of ,I 
in f(b + an). Calculation shows that 
T(h, k) = f (a$; + t(ii;b,)) (1.5) 
4x1 97 2-17 
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if k = (p, b). T is a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form on 9 so we can 
use this to define a map h-+h# by the condition 
T(h#, k)=d:N (1.6) 
for all k. A calculation shows that h# = (a’, a’) where 
a; = ajak - n(a,), a:=aia,-uiai (1.7) 
and (ijk) is a cyclic permutation of (123). We can define a Jordan algebra 
Jord(N, 1) = ($, U, 1) where 1 is the unit matrix and 
U,k=T(h,k)h-h#xk (1.8) 
where h x k = (h + k)# - h# - k#. This is a Jordan algebra that is excep- 
tional (see, Sects. 2.3 and 2.41). It can be shown that if the entries of h, k, 1 
are in an associative subalgebra of 0 then 
U, k = hkh, U,,,k = hkl -I- lkh. (1.9) 
Moreover, for any h, h2 = U,, 1 coincides with h2 as defined in M3(0). 
Powers in a Jordan algebra are defined inductively by a0 = 1, a1 = a, 
u n+ * = U@a”. An element u is invertible in $ if U, is bijective. In this case 
we define u - ’ = U; IZL We refer to [ 131 for properties of powers and inver- 
ses. We recall here only that u and u are invertible if and only if U,u is 
invertible in which case ( Ui, v) ~ ’ = Uu-, v ~ ‘. f is a division algebra if every 
a # 0 in f is invertible. 
If u is invertible then u defines another Jordan algebra structure 
pJ)= (f, u(u), u-1 ) on 2 where UC”‘= UU,. This is called the u-isotope 
of f and 2 and 2’ are called isotopic if there exists an isomorphism of f 
on some z/-isotope of 2’. Such an isomorphism is called an isotopy. It is 
readily seen that a map ye of 9 into f’ is an isotopy if and only if q is bijec- 
tive linear and there exists a bijective linear map q*: 9’ --f ,a such that 
q,,, = 11u,rl* (1.10) 
for all a E 2 (17’ the U-operator in 2’). The group of self-isotopies of f is 
called the structure group Str d. This contains the automorphism group 
Aut f as the subgroup of q such that q( 1) = 1. By QJ2 and (l.lO), Str 3 
contains every v = U,, u invertible (with q* = 17,). These U, generate a 
normal subgroup Instr 9 of Str 2 called the inner structure group. Isotopy 
is an equivalence relation which is broader than isomorphism. For exam- 
ple, if (&, J) is an associative algebra with involution and c is an invertible 
element of H(d, J) then the map CL ‘(x-+ c -lx) is an isomorphism of 
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H(d, J,.) onto H(d, J)“’ where J, is x-+ cJ(x) c’. It is easy to give 
examples in which H(d, J) and H(d, J,.) are not isomorphic. 
A subspace g of 9 is called an inner (outer) ideal if U,y c 9 
(U, a c L%?). If &Y is both an inner and an outer ideal then &I is called an 
ideal in f (notation: Bd 2). If char F # 2 then any outer ideal is an ideal 
and this is also an ideal in the linear Jordan algebra in which a. b = 4 Uu,h 1. 
Inner ideals are analogous to one-sided ideals in the associative theory. If 
B is a one-sided ideal in the associative algebra d then B is an inner ideal 
of d(4). Since the intersection of inner ideals is inner the intersection of a 
left and a right ideal of d is an inner ideal of &‘y’. For any b E 4, U,,f is 
an inner ideal, called the principal inner ideal determined by b. 
A Jordan algebra f is simple (outer simple) if 4 # 0 and 2 contains no 
ideals (outer ideals) #O, 2. The centroid of 2 is 
r(y)= {jEEndFj I yU,= Ui,y, U;‘u=yZUN, ae$} (1.11) 
and 2 is central if Z(2) = F 1. If 4 is simple then yE is simple for every 
extension field E/F if and only if 2 is central. We define the outer centroid 
of & by 
r,(Y)= (y~End,,f I YC’,= U,Y, a~%} (1.12) 
and f is outer central if f,(R) = F 1. If f is outer simple then fE is outer 
simple for every E/F if and only if f is outer central. If char F # 2 any sim- 
ple algebra is outer simple and if f is central then 4 is outer central. (See 
[ 13, Sect. 7.61 for these results.) 
2. REDUCED ELEMENTS OF A JORDAN ALGEBRA 
2.1. DEFINITION. An element c of a Jordan algebra $/F is called 
reduced if U,. 9 c Fc. 
We recall that z is an absolute zero divisor in 9 if UZ = 0. If y is simple 
or more generally is semiprimitive then the only absolute zero divisor in f 
is z = 0. Hence in these cases if c is reduced then tJ,.$ = Fc. 
2.2. PROPOSITION. Let p(y) denote the set of reduced elements of 2. 
Then 
(1) Zf cEp(,$) then crcEp(2) for any creF. 
(2) Zfc~:p($) and a~$ then U,c~p(f). 
(3) F&9) is an ideal in 2. 
(4) p(y) = p(y’“‘) for any isotope 2’u’ of $. 
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Proof: (1) is clear. 
(2) If CE p(y) then for any x E 9 we have a y(x) E F such that 
U,x = y(x) c. Then 
u”acx = u, u,. u,x = U,(y( U,x)) c = y( U,x) u,c. 
Hence U,c E p(y). 
(3) By (2), Fp($) is an outer ideal of 2. We have the following 
lemma (due to McCrimmon, see [ 13, Lemma 4.1.9 on p. 4.53): If a is an 
outer ideal in 2 and %Y = 1 Fb, where lJ,g c @ for every b, then S# is an 
ideal. Now Fp(f) = C Fc, where ci E p(y). Then U,,f c Fc, c F&9). 
Hence F&f) is an ideal. 
(4) Let CE p(y) and let u be an invertible element of 2. Then 
Uy)f = U,. U, J= U,.f c Fc. Hence c E ~(2’“‘) and p(y) = p(y(“‘) by sym- 
metry. 1 
We shall call f reduced if Fp(4) = f. By Proposition 2.2(3) if $ is sim- 
ple then either f is reduced or p(4) = 0. We recall that an idempotent e is 
called a division idempotent if the Jordan algebra (U,y, U, e) is a division 
algebra. We have 
2.3. PROPOSITION. If e is a division idempotent in a reduced Jordan 
algebra f then eEp(y). 
Proof: Any element of U,(g) has the form C U,c, where c~EP(~). By 
2.2(2), every d, = Ueci E p(2) and since d, is in the division algebra U,f, 
U,(U,f) = UC2 if di#O. On the other hand, U,(U,g) c Fd,. Hence 
UC2 = Fd, if d, #O so U,f is one dimensional. Then UC,2 = Fe and 
eEP(B). I 
We shall now determine the reduced simple Jordan algebras. We note 
first that a simple algebra 2 contains no absolute zero divisors z # 0 since 
the existence of such elements implies that 9 has a non-zero Jacobson 
radical or, equivalently, 9 contains a non-zero nil ideal. We recall that a 
Jordan algebra is said to have a capacity if 1 = CT ei where the ei are 
division idempotents that are orthogonal (U, = 0 = ei 0 ej if i # j). The 
minimum m for which such a decomposition of 1 exists is called the 
capacity of 8. The structure of (finite-dimensional) semiprimitive (that is, 
algebras with 0 Jacobson radical) Jordan algebras is known. Such an 
algebra is isotopic to an algebra having a capacity [ 13, p. 6.371 and is a 
finite direct sum of simple Jordan algebras having capacities and the latter 
can be listed [ 13, Theorem 6.4.11. From this result we can deduce the 
structure of reduced simple Jordan algebras. In the reduced case we can 
short-cut the usual approach, especially a rather difficult theorem due to 
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Osborn on simple algebras of capacity two, as we have done earlier in the 
characteristic f2 case [9, p. 2031. We distinguish the three cases: capacity 
m= 1, m=2, and mb3. If m= 1 then f =Fl. Now assume m> 1. The 
decomposition 1 = C e, into orthogonal idempotents gives rise to the Peirce 
decomposition. 
f=O da, (2.3) 
l<i 
where g.i = U,,y and yti = U,,,y if i # j. The Peirce components satisfy 
many important multiplicative relations. Among these we have fi c &i, + 
j,, if i # j. The following result gives the structure of reduced simple Jordan 
algebras of capacity two. 
2.4. THEOREM. Let (F( > 2. Then 2 is reduced simple of capacity two ij 
and only if d = Jord(Q, 1) where Q is a quadratic form with base point 1 
such that (1) Q is non-degenerate (Q(Z) = Q(z, a) = 0 for all a =S z * 0) and 
(2) Q is isotropic, that is, there exists a c # 0 such that Q(c) = 0. 
Proof. We have f = f,, @ $,L2 @ yZa2, and /;, = Fe,. Now y,r # 0 since f 
is simple, and if a12Ey,2 then a:2=c11e2+c12e2, sr,~F. We have e/oa,=a,, 
(PD5 on p. 5.6 of [13]). Hence ct,a,,= U,,,,,,il = Ua,r,,u,,er (since 
U .,,,,,,e,=O by PD3)= u,y, (since Uq,e,.o,,ei=O)= vu,,,, u,,,ei= vu,,,, U,,a;?, 
(byQJ3andPD6)=V,,.,oc,e,=ajai,(smce V,,b=acb).Hencea,=r,and 
a:,= -Q(a,2) 1 where Q . is a quadratic form on R12. We extend this to a 
quadratic form on f by Q(n)=~1~2+Q(a,,) for x=fl,e, +Pzez+a,,. 
Then T(x) = Q(x, 1) = 8, + bZ and direct calculation shows that 
x2- T(x) x+ Q(x) 1 =O. (2.5) 
Also since U,I_ T,s).Y~+ecr,Y = U,lYJr~ TCr,\-+, = 0 (by the Weak Macdonald 
Theorem, p. 3.12 of 131) and since f contains no absolute zero divisors we 
have 
x3 - T(x) x2 + Q(x) x = 0. (2.6) 
If we assume IF\ > 2 we can deduce from (2.5) and (2.6) by linearization 
that 
U,b = Q(a, 6) a - Q(a) 6, 6= T(b) 1 -b. (2.7) 
Thus $ = Jord(Q, 1). If ZE $ satisfies Q(Z) =0 = Q(z, b) for all b then 
Uz = 0 by (2.7). Hence z = 0 as noted earlier and Q is non-degenerate. Also 
Q(ei) = 0 so Q is isotropic. Thus (1) and (2) hold. 
It is straightforward to verify that conversely if f = Jord(Q, 1) with Q 
satisfying ( 1) and (2) then 2 is reduced (see [ 16, pp. 17-21 I). 1 
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To describe the structure of reduced simple Jordan algebras of capacity 
> 3 we need to recall the definitions of composition algebras and standard 
Jordan matrix algebras H(M,(g), go). 
2.8. DEFINITION. An alternative algebra with involution (9, j) over a 
field F is called a composition algebra if (i) 9 has no absolute zero divisors 
#O, that is, elements z such that zaz = 0 for all aE 9, and (ii) for any 
a E 9, aa E Fl, for ~7 = j(a). 
The list of these algebras is given in 
2.9. THEOREM. Let (3, ,j) be a composition algebra over a .field F. Then 
(9, j) is one of the following: 
(1) A purely inseparable extension field E/F of characteristic two and 
exponent 1 with j= 1 9. 
(2) 9=F. 
(3) A quadratic composition algebra (either a separable quadratic 
extension field E/F or a direct sum qf twgo copies of F), j the automorphism 
#l, of E. 
(4) 2 a quaternion algebra, j the standard involution in 2. 
(5) 9 an octonion algebra, j the standard involution. (See [ 13, 
p. 6.5f].) 
Let (9, j) be an associative algebra with involution a-a. For any 
integer m we can form the matrix algebra M,(9) in which we have the 
standard involution J: A = (a,)-, ‘(8,j). Then we have the subalgebra 
H(M,(g)) of M,(9)‘Y’ of J-symmetric elements. More generally, if g0 is a 
subspace of H(BO) containing all the norms aa, aE9, then we have the 
subspace H(M,(9), gO) of H(M,(B)) consisting of the J-symmetric 
matrices with diagonal entries in go and in char = 2 this may be a proper 
subalgebra of N(M,(g)). We have H(M,(g))=H(M,(g), go) if and 
only if 9,, = H(9, j). On the other hand, if 9 is a quaternion algebra of 
characteristic two then H(9, j) is three dimensional and H(M,,(g), F) is a 
proper subalgebra of H(M,(S)). 
Now let (S?,j) be an alternative algebra with involution, g0 a subspace 
of H(B,j) containing all aa. As in the associative case, we let 
H(M,(G?), go) be the subspace of H(M,(g)) of J-symmetric matrices (J as 
above) with diagonal entries in gO. As in the special case in which (9, j) is 
an octonion algebra with standard involution, we may have a Jordan struc- 
ture on 3 = H(M,(g), B,,). It can be shown that this is unique if we 
require that (1) A2 = U, 1 coincides with A2 as defined in M,(9), (2) the 
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eii, i = 1, 2, 3, are orthogonal idempotents with 1 = C eii, and (3) the sub- 
spaces H,= {aeU+aeii 1 UE~}, i#j, and Hii= {aOeii I a,~9~} are the 
Peirce spaces relative to the eii [13, p. 5.111. We call these H(M,(9), 9$,) 
as well as the H(M,(g), 9,,) defined for associative 9 above standard Jor- 
dan matrix algebras. 
We can now state 
2.10. THEOREM. Let f be a reduced simple Jordan algebra of capacity 
m >, 3. Then $ is isotopic to a standard Jordan matrix algebra 
H(M,(Q), ~9~0) where (9, j) is a composition algebra that is associative if 
n>,4 and %$=Fl. 
Proof. We have 1 = C’; ej where the ei are orthogonal division idem- 
potents. Then we have the Peirce decomposition 9 = @ iG j yV where 
Ai= Fe,. Since 2 is simple the ei are connected in the sense that for if j 
there exists an aii E &“, that is invertible in A., + da, + dct, = U, + e,y. By pass- 
ing to an isotope we may assume that ai = e, + e,. Then we can apply the 
Strong Coordinatization Theorem to identify $ with a standard Jordan 
matrix algebra H(M,(9), gO) so that e, = eii, 1 6 ib it, the Peirce spaces 
~.i={uOeii~uo~~~},~j=~ae~+~eji(a~~}ifi#j,andA2=U,1 isthe 
square of A in M,(9) [13, Theorem 5.4.2 on p. 5.223. Since yii= Fe, it is 
clear that go = Fl. If a E 9 and i #j then (ae, + tie,;)’ = atie;, + tiae,,. Hence 
UCE Fl and if zE9 satisfies zaz=O for all af~9 then 
u IpI/ + ,,,(aeij + aeji) = 0 and Uzerl + ie,, (aie,,) =0 for all aE9, a,~9~ (see 
p. 5.12 of [ 131). This and the multiplicative formulas for the Peirce spaces 
(the PD formulas) imply that UZe,,+ir,, =O. Hence z = 0. Thus (9, j) is a 
composition algebra. 1 
The converse of 2.10 is also valid. In fact, we have the following result 
which in characteristic 2 is slightly stronger than the converse of 2.10. 
2.11. THEOREM. Let 2 be isotopic to an algebra H(M,(9), Fl) where 
m b 3 and (9, j) is a composition algebra with standard involution. Then f 
is simple, and is outer simple except in the case in which char F = 2 and 9 is 
purely inseparable of exponent one. 
Proof. Since an isotope of a simple (outer simple) algebra is simple 
(outer simple) it suffices to prove the theorem for $ = H(M,(9), Fl). Let 
GI be an outer ideal #O in 9 and 9Y = C Pieii + xi, j bqe, + lkji be a non- 
zero element of 99. Applying the U,, and the U,,,, to B we see that g con- 
tains either one of the e, or a beg+ 6ejj, b ~0, in 9. In either case it is 
readily seen that 99 = f unless char F = 2 and 9 is purely inseparable of 
exponent one (see the QM formulas on p. 5.12 of [ 11). In the last case 98 
contains a be, + 6e,i # 0 and if g is an ideal it also contains (be, + 6e,i)2 = 
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b6e, + bbeij. It follows that SJ =f. Finally, it is easy to verify in the 
case in which char F=2 and 9 is purely inseparable that 
B = {C bGe, + 6,ieji ) b, E 9, i < j} is an outer ideal in 2. I 
3. THE GENERIC NORM AND GENERIC MINIMUM POLYNOMIAL 
The theory of the generic norm and minimum polynomial of a Jordan 
algebra of characteristic 22 has been developed in [9, Chap. VI]. The 
extension of this theory to char F = 2 was given in [ 15,201. We shall now 
sketch the definitions and relevant facts which we shall require in this 
paper. 
Let a be an element of a Jordan algebra f/F and 1 an indeterminate. 
Then we have a homomorphism v, of FIAICq) into j’ such that A’-+.‘, 
r = 0, 1, 2 ,... . The image v,(F[I1]) is the subalgebra of 2 generated by a and 
is denoted as F[a]. The kernel K, of v, is an ideal of F[A]‘“’ which in the 
case char F = 2 need not be an ideal of F[A]. However, K, contains a non- 
zero ideal K,* of F[A] that contains all such ideals and K,* = (~~(2)) where 
pa(A) is manic. The polynomial p,(A) is called the minimum polynomial of a. 
It can be characterized as the manic polynomial of least degree such that 
v,,u~(A) =0 = vU,@,(A). Moreover, the first of these conditions suffices in 
the following cases: (1) char F# 2, (2) 3 is special, (3) / contains no 
absolute zero divisor #O. 
Let (u, ,..., u,) be a base for f/F, 5, ,..., t,, indeterminates, and let 
xEC SjuiE2F(t)2 F(t) = F(<, ,..., t,,). Then it can be shown that the 
minimum polynomial m,(A) of x in &,c, has the form 
A”-t,(r) A”‘- ’ +t*(()A”- 2- ..’ +(-l)“t,(5) (3.1) 
where ri(l) = ~~(5, ,..., t,,) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree i in the 
<‘s. Then if E is any extension field of F and a = C CI,U,, x1 E E, we put 
m,(l)=Am-Z,(a ,,..., a,)A”-‘+ ... +(-l)“rm(~ ,,.,., c1,). (3.2) 
It follows that m,(a) E v,m,(,‘.) = 0 and am,(a) = v,(ApJA)) = 0. The 
polynomial m,(A) is independent of the choice of the base and is called the 
generic minimum polynomial of a. We put T(a)=z,(a,,..., IX,), N(a)= 
t,(q ,..*, a,) and cell these the generic trace and generic norm, respectively, 
of a. The integer m is called the degree of fl. The maps a-+r,(a) E 
5i(c(I 9...> cr,) are polynomial functions defined over F. For any infinite exten- 
sion field E/F there exist a = C aiui E 2E such that the minimum polynomial 
p,(A) =m,(A). In fact, the set of these elements is a non-vacuous Zariski 
open subset of YE. 
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There are many important properties of the generic norm and generic 
minimum polynomial. We now list some of these: 
(i) T is a linear function on 2, N is homogeneous of degree m. 
(ii) N(11 -a)=m,(L). Here N(I1 -a) is the generic norm of 
A1 -~~.&A)~ 1 an indeterminate. 
where(ii) a is invertible if and only if N(a) #O. Then a-’ = N(u))’ a# 
#=(-l)m-‘[um~‘-Z,(u)u”P2+ ‘.. +(-l)“-‘z,PI(u)l]. 
(iv) N(u”)= N(u)‘+‘, u## = N(a)‘+‘u. 
(v) m,(A) and the minimum polynomial p,(I) have the same 
irreducible factors in F[i] and the same roots in the algebraic closure F of 
F. 
(vi) N( U,b) = No N(h). 
(vii) If u is invertible and N (U) denotes the generic norm in the 
u-isotope y(“) then 
N’“‘(u) = N(u) N(a). 
A consequence of (v) is that if a is nilpotent then m,(%) = Iti” and if a is 
idempotent then m,( 2) = (I. - 1)’ I” ~ ‘, 0 < r < m. 
We shall now determine the generic norm for the reduced simple 
algebras. In view of (vii) and (ii) it suffices to consider isotopes of any of 
these algebras. 
We note first that m,(A) is of degree 1 if and only if 4 has capacity 1 or, 
equivalently, J = Fl. Next we consider the algebras Jord(Q, 1) where Q is a 
quadratic form with base point 1 on d. Our results show that for such an 
algebra, N = Q and 
m,(i) = i2 - T(a) 1” + Q(u) (3.3) 
where T(u) = Q(u, 1). Next let 2 = H(M,(O), F) where 0 is an octonion 
algebra and the Jordan structure is determined by the form N defined by 
(1.3) and the unit matrix 1. In this case N is the generic norm and 
m,,(A) = 1.” - T(h) A’+ T(h”) A - N(h). (3.4) 
This follows from the fact that m,(h)=0 (see [13, p. 2.221) and the fact 
that we have three non-zero orthogonal idempotents e,i#O in f with 
1 = C eji (see [9, p. 2291). The same argument will apply in the remaining 
cases, namely, for the algebras H(M,(g), F) where m > 3 and (9, j) is an 
associative composition algebra. We state the result for these as 
3.5. THEOREM. Let f = H(M,(9), F) where m 3 3 and (9,j) is an 
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associative composition algebra with standard involution. Then N(h) = det h 
and m,,(l) = det(l1 -h) if 9 is commutative. On the other hand, if 9 is a 
quaternion algebra and P is the algebraic closure of F then 9F= M,(F), YF is 
the set qf matrices h E M,,(F) such that hs is alternate for 
s=diag {( “, i),..., (“, i)]. 
Then N(h) is the Pfaffian Pf(hs), m,(l) = Pf(sl- hs). 
ProoJ: We show first that if G8 is commutative then det h E F. This is 
clear if 9 = F. Next let 9 be a quadratic composition algebra and write 
Z=j(a). Let h E M,(g). Then det (‘h) =det h so det h =det h if 
hE H(M,(D), F). Since F is the set of fixed elements under j we obtain 
det h E F. Now let char F = 2 and let .G@ be a purely inseparable extension of 
F with j= 1 y. Let h E H(M,(g), F) so h is a symmetric matrix with entries 
in 5@ and diagonal entries in F. We now allow m 2 1 and prove by 
induction on m that det he F. We have det(l1 -h) = A”- 
q/i”-‘+ ... +(-l)“-‘r, , j* + ( - 1)” det h and T; is the sum of the 
diagonal i-rowed minors of h. Hence we may assume these are in F. Now 
h”-t,h”-‘+ ... +(-1)” -Is,--,h+(-l)“(deth)l=O and every 
h’ E H(M,(g), F). If we take the (l-l ) entry of this matrix relation we see 
that det h E F. In all the foregoing cases the Hamilton-Cayley theorem and 
the fact that H(M,(Q), F) contains m orthogonal idempotents e,, imply as 
in [13, pp. 2.29-2.331 that N(h) =det h and mh(A) = det(Al -h). In the 
same way one sees, as in this reference, that if 5B is a quaternion algebra 
then the result stated holds for H(M,(g), F). 1 
Remark. The result in the case char F= 2, D purely inseparable, can 
also be deduced from a general formula for the determinant of a matrix of 
the form D+ S where D is diagonal and S is skew (see [22, p. 4101 or 
~271). 
If e is an idempotent in a Jordan algebra then so is 1 -e and e, = e, 
e, = 1 -e are orthogonal with e, + ez = 1. Then we have the Peirce decom- 
position 2 = fi, @ $,2 @ Az relative to the e,. It is customary to denote 
these also as A = A(e), A,2 = $,,A 1, e and y0 = j$(e), respectively. As we 
have noted, m,(A) = (A - 1 )‘A”- ‘. We can now obtain a determination of 
the integer r if f is reduced and simple. 
3.6. THEOREM. If e is an idempotent in a reduced simple Jordan algebra 
$ of degree m then m,(A)= (A- 1)’ Am-’ where r is the degree of y,(e). In 
particular e E p(y) if and only if r = 1. 
Proof: The determination of the structure up to isotropy of reduced 
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simple Jordan algebras in the last section and of their degrees in this one 
shows that if 1 = 171 1 e, where the ei are division idempotents in f then 
m’ is the degree m of f. We note next that if the ei are contained in a sub- 
algebra X of 2 then the generic minimum polynomial in X is the restric- 
tion to X of the generic minimum polynomial in 9. For, the existence of 
the e, implies that X,, contains an element whose minimum polynomial has 
degree m. Then deg X >m and hence deg X =m and the generic 
minimum polynomial in X is obtained by restriction from 2. Now let e be 
an idempotent in $. Then 9, = yr(e) and y0 = A(e) are semiprimitive [ 13, 
p. 4.211 and reduced (2.2, (21)). In passing to an isotope if necessary we 
have e=e,+ ... +e,, 1 -e=e,+, + .. + e, where the eI are orthogonal 
division idempotents such that e, E yI if i < r and e, E y0 if i > Y. Then r and 
m-r are the degrees of 2, and yO, respectively. Moreover, 2, + 2, is a 
subalgebra off containing the A. as ideals and containing all the e;. Hence 
the generic minimum polynomial in 2, + y0 is obtained by restriction from 
2, On the other hand, if u =a1 +a,, a, EA, then m,(J.) = ml,,(i) m2,,0.) 
where m, is the generic minimum polynomial in 2;. Since e is the unit of 2, 
this implies that m,(A) = (A - 1)’ i”- ‘. The second statement is a con- 
sequence of the first since an algebra is of degree 1 if and only if it is one 
dimensional. 1 
4. THE PROJECTIVE VARIETY OF 
REDUCED ELEMENTS OF A JORDAN ALGEBRA 
Let 2 be a Jordan algebra over F, (u, ,..., u,) a base for 4, 5, ,..., 5, 
indeterminates. We shall now derive a system S= { f } of homogeneous 
polynomials f~ F[<, ,..., t,] such that if E is any extension field of F and 
sli E E, 1 d i 6 n, then a = C c(,u; is a reduced element of YE if and only if 
f(a) = f(a, ‘..., a,) = 0 for all f~ S. Consider the element x = 1 [,u, of &c(6,, 
F(t) = F(tl,..., 5,J Suppose 
uuph. = i Y,klU/, l<i,k<n (4.1) 
/=I 
uu,.u,“k = i 6ijklul, 
I= I 
1 < i, j, k G n. (4.2) 
Since U,,,, = U,,+ and U,,, = 2U,, we have 
6,, = ~,iklT 8m= &i/c,. (4.3) 
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Now 
where 
,=I I</ 
Then Uxuk E F(t) x for all uk if and only if 
16 j, k, l<n. (4.6) 
Then if E is any extension field of F and a = C a,u,~y~, U,U~E Ea, 
1 d k d n, if and only if 
(4.7) 
for all 
.f;kl = &ik, - tlikp l<j,k,l<n. (4.8) 
Since Uuuk E Ea, 1 d k 6 n, implies UUjE c Ea it is clear that the equations 
&,(a) = 0 hold if and only if a E ~(3~). 
The set of homogeneous polynomials S = { &,} c F[ 51 defines a projec- 
tive F-variety %$ consisting of the points in the projective space lP$+ that 
are simultaneous zeros of the &, where F is any algebraically closed field 
containing F. In general, let S be any set of homogeneous polynomials in 
FCC] then S defines a projective F-variety ^Y- consisting of the points i% 
where 0 # u = (a, ,..., c(,) E %“I that are simultaneous zeros of the set S. The 
ideal Y(V) of V is the F-space spanned by the set of homogeneous 
polynomials in F[{] that vanish for every u E V. .9(V) is the nil radical of 
any ideal generated by a set of homogeneous polynomials defining V. Thus 
Y(V) is independent of the choice of the algebraically closed field FxF. 
Since Y(V) is homogeneous, the coordinate algebra F[Y] = F[[]/Y(Y-) 
is a graded algebra. We recall also that Y is irreducible in the sense that it 
is not the union of two proper F-subvarieties if and only if Y(V) is prime. 
Then the coordinate algebra F[Y] has a field of fractions F(Y). Of greater 
geometric significance is the field PF(Y) of homogeneous rational functions 
of degree 0 on Y defined to be the set of fractions fg- ’ where f and g # 0 
are homogeneous elements of F[V] of the same degree. It is readily seen 
that if V is not vacuous then F(Y) is a simple transcendental extension of 
PF( V). 
We shall call YY the (projectiue) variety of reduced elements of 9. NOW 
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suppose F is algebraically closed (so we may take F= F). The generic norm 
condition implies that if [JJ: F] > 1 then there exists an a # 0 in 2 that is 
not invertible. Hence if $ is a division algebra then f = Fl. We can use 
this result to prove. 
4.9. THEOREM. Any simple Jordan algebra over an algebraically closed 
field is reduced. 
ProoJ: As we have noted above, if f is smple then 4 is isotopic to an 
algebra $’ with a capacity. It suffices to show that $’ is reduced. Hence we 
may suppose that in f we have 1 = C e, where the e, are orthogonal 
division idempotents. Since F is algebraically closed every Peirce space 
U,, = Fei. Hence the ej are reduced elements and $ is reduced. 1 
We can now see that for any 2 the projective variety Y> is not vacuous. 
We have to show that $$ contains reduced elements ~0. This is clear if /$ 
contains an absolute zero divisor z #O ( UZ = 0). Otherwise, d is 
semiprimitive and hence, by the structure theory, & is a direct sum of sim- 
ple algebras. By 4.9, these contain reduced elements #O. Hence 4 contains 
such elements. 
If V is a projective F-variety and F’ is an extension held of F then if we 
assume (as we may) that FxF’, we may regard V” as the F-variety defined 
by Y(V). When this is done we shall write ?>., for V. The ideal I(%$) in 
F’[5] is the nil radical of F’Y(V). We have F’[<] =F’ OrF[t] and 
F’.Y( Y) = F’ 0 F Y(Y). Hence 
.8(v”)=F[t]nF’.a(v). (4.10) 
Also it is clear that 
.Y(V)=F[<]n.Y(V>,.). (4.11) 
Equation (4.11) implies that the F-subalgebra 
(FL51 + ~~(~~))l~~(“V,,) (4.12) 
of the coordinate algebra F’[[] /.a($$) is isomorphic to the coordinate 
algebra F[<]/$(V) of Y. Thus we have a canonical imbedding of the 
coordinate algebra F[V] of Y in the coordinate algebra F’[Y$,] of VP-, 
and F[“f$] = F’(F[Y]). It is clear that if VF is irreducible then V is 
irreducible. In particular, this holds if F’ is the algebraic closure of F. In 
this case we say that ^Y- is absolutely irreducible. 
The F-variety defined by the ideal 0 of F[t] = F[<, ,..., c,,] is the projec- 
tive space p%“- I). This is absolutely irreducible with field of rational 
functions the subfield PF(5) of F(5) of fractions f(5) g(5))’ where f(t), 
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g(t) are homogeneous polynomials of the same degree. We shall show that 
if f is reduced and outer central simple then V”” is birationally equivalent 
to a projective space. For this purpose we shall use some results on a class 
of operators that have appeared in other parts of the Jordan theory. If a 
and b are elements of a Jordan algebra f, we define 
B,, = 1 - V,,, + U,U,. (4.13) 
Then we have the identities 
B,,,B -o.h = B,,hB,,-, = Bow = B.oh,h (4.14) 
B,%h U,.Bh~, = UB”,+ (4.15) 
B,,,B,,, = 1 - V,. + U, where c = au b- U,b2( V,. = Cl,,,). (4.16) 
(See [13, Sect. 3.71 where B,,, is denoted as r,,,.) It follows from (4.15) 
that if c is reduced then so is Bu,hc for any a, b. 
Let e be an idempotent, f = 2, @ 2,,2 @ y0 the Peirce decomposition of 
f relative to e. If a E 2,,* then 
B,,, B ~ u.<J = B,.u<,u = B,,, = 1 ,I . (4.17) 
Hence B,,, is invertible with B&’ = By U,e. 
Moreover, Va,+,e = Uu,ue = Ve,ra = V(,a (Weak Macdonald Theorem, 
p. 3.10 of [13])=a (PD5, p. 5.5 of [13]). Hence B,,e=e-a+ U,e and 
U,eE y0 by the PD theorem [13, Sect. 5.11. Hence 
B,>,e = e -a + Uue, UueEAe;,. (4.18) 
If a, b E fi,z then B,,,b = b - V,.,b + U, U,b = b - V,,,b = b - U,,,e and 
Ua,be E 2,. Thus 
B,,, b = b - Uo,h e, ua,he~A. (4.19) 
Since V”,<,c = { aec} = 0 
B,, c = c, aEA,2, ~~2%~ (4.20) 
Finally, we note that U,,, e = U,e + Up,Ce + U,,e = e. Hence if e is reduced 
and CELL then 
e+cEp($)oc=O. (4.21) 
We can now prove 
4.22. LEMMA (Faulkner). If e is a reduced idempotent in a Jordan 
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algebra and $ = 2, @ j,i2 @ y0 the corresponding Peirce decomposition then 
u=e+a+c, where aE2112, c E yO, is in p(y) if and only if c= U,e, in 
which case u = B _ u.ee. 
Proof. Suppose first that u E p(y) 3 B,,,u = B&e + a + c) = e - a + 
U,e+a-UU,,e+c (by (4.18)-(4.20))=e+c’, c’=U,e-U,,e+c~y~. 
Then c’=U,e-2U,e+c=O by (4.21). Thus c=U,e and by (4.17) 
u=B -a,ee. Conversely suppose c = Ui,e. Then B-..,e = e + a + U ..,e = e + 
a + U,e = u and since e E p(y)), u E p(f). 1 
Let G = Str 9. By (l.lO), q E G if and only if 9 is bijective linear and 
there exists a bijective linear transformation ‘I* of f such that 
U sca,=uU,q* for all UE 2. Putting a= 1 we obtain U,,,,=vq* so 
q*=q -lUqC,j. Since VP’= (det q))’ ‘I# where ‘I# is the adjoint of the 
linear transformation the conditions on r] become (det q) UIICuj= 
mnJ,,,,. These are equivalent to a set of polynomial equations on the 
coordinates of the matrix of 9 relative to a base for y/F. It follows that G is 
a linear algebraic group. Let G, be the component of 1 of G. The map 
a-, U, is a continuous (in the Zariski topology) map of the open subset of 
2 defined by N(a) # 0 into Str f. Since the image contains 1 ,Y it follows 
that every U, for a invertible is contained in G,. If e is an idempotent and 
aE yI,2(e) then we have seen that B,,, is invertible. Then B,,, E Str $ by 
(4.15). The argument used for the U, implies that these B,,,EG~. We can 
apply these results to prove 
4.23. THEOREM. Let JJ be simple over an algebraically closedfield and let 
GO be the component of 1 qf G = Str 9. Then G stabilizes 
p(y)* = p(2)\ {0} and G, acts transitively on p(2)*. 
Proof. It is clear from the condition U,,(,, = y~U,q* for ?E Str 9 that 
p(y)* is stabilized by Str 9. Now 3 contains a reduced idempotent e # 0. 
To prove the second assertion we have to show that G,e = p(2)*. Since G, 
contains the set F* of non-zero scalar multiplications and every 
B,,,aE y&e) it follows from Faulkner’s lemma that GOe contains every 
u=ue+a+cEp(j)* such that IXEF*, aEyIiz, CE$~. Now let v be any 
non-zero element of p(y). We claim that there exists a k and invertible 
a, ,..., ak such that UaC.. U,,v $ fi,2 + 6t,. Otherwise, by Zariski density, for 
all k and a, ,..., ak E 9, U,, ... Urrkv E y,,2 + yO. Then v generates a proper 
outer ideal in 8, contrary to outer simplicity. Hence we have invertible ai 
such that U,, . . Uakv E GOe. Since U,, . U,, E G,, v E G,e and 
P(Y)* = G,e. I 
This result implies that if F is algebraically closed then we have an 
induced transitive action of G, on VX. Now it is well known that if we 
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have a transitive action of an irreducible algebraic group on an algebraic 
variety -Y and the action is deftned by polynomial maps then V is 
irreducible (see, e.g., [8, p. 351). Hence (4.23) implies 
4.24. THEOREM. Let 4 be outer central simple ( = outer simple and outer 
central) over afield F then VY is absolutely irreducible, 
Again, as in Faulkner’s lemma, let f be a Jordan algebra containing a 
reduced idempotent e and let f = 9, @2,,* @ y0 be the corresponding 
Peirce decomposition. Then if F is an algebraically closed field containing F 
we have the Peirce decomposition fr= &F@$$2F@f0F. It follows from 
the lemma that for GLEF* and aEy,,*r, CE~& ae+ a+ CEP($~) if and 
only if c = CI ~ ’ U,e. Now consider the projective space of one-dimensional 
subspaces of the vector space 2,r@#&. We can identify this with lPFr) 
where r = [y,,z: F]. We have the open subset 0 of !?%‘) of points 
F(ae + a), c1# 0, and the open subset 0’ of points p(,e + a + c1 -‘U,e). Now 
we have 
4.25. THEOREM. The map F(c?e + a)-+F(‘(cr2e+ cla + U,e) is bijective 
regular defined over F of 0 onto 0’ with regular inverse. 
Proof It is clear that q is bijective. In terms of a suitable choice of 
homogeneous coordinates the map is given by homogeneous quadratic 
polynomials with coefficients in F. Hence it is regular and defined over F. 
Its inverse is a projection map so this is also regular and defined over F. 1 
We can now prove the main theorem of this section. 
4.26. THEOREM. Let f be reduced outer simple over F. Then VY is 
birationally equivalent to the projective space pFr’ where r is determined in 
the following way: Let f’ be an isotope of $ containing a reduced idem- 
potent e # 0, 8’ = y’, @ y;,2 Q /b the corresponding Peirce decomposition. 
Then r = [%‘,,2: F]. 
Proof By 4.25 we have an F-isomorphism of an open subset of VY 
( = “VY ,) onto an open subset of pFr). Since VY and p%‘) are irreducible, 
they are birationally equivalent (see, e.g., [S, p. 261). 1 
The irreducibility of Vi for f outer central simple implies that we can 
define the field PF(-tr,) which is the field of rational functions on VY. Since 
birationally equivalent irreducible projective varieties have isomorphic 
fields of rational functions it follows that if $ is reduced and simple then 
PF(V/) is rational (= purely transcendental) over F of transcendency 
degree r given by Theorem 4.26. 
We shall give next another isomorphism between open subsets of V’“” and 
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of lPPr) for f of degree 23 (the one we used originally in the proof of 
4.26) which will give additional information on the relation between these 
varieties. Suppose % = H(M,(D), F) where m > 3 and (9, j) is a com- 
position algebra (including the case in which char F= 2 and 9 is a purely 
inseparable extension of exponent 1 of F). Suppose first that 9 is 
associative. Consider the row vector d = (dl,..., d,,,), d, E 9, which we can 
identify with the matrix C;! 1 die,,. Then d* = Cy die,, . If c = (c, ,..., c,) = 
C c,eli, CUE 9, we define 
(d, c) =I d,ci. (4.27) 
Then dc* = (d, c) e,, and 
d*d= f d,d,e,,. 
,.,= 1 
(4.28) 
In particular, 
Ceil + de,,)(e,, + de,j) = eii + n(d) e,i + de, + de.,,. 
(4.29) 
It follows that the F-span of the matrices d*d is f and since 
Ud.d~*~ = d*dc*cd*d= n( (d, c)) d*d, (4.30) 
every d*dE p(y). 
The same calculations apply to $i$= H(M,(9), F) for any algebraically 
closed extension field P of F (even when 9r is not a composition algebra). 
Consider the projective space PF (mP ‘Ia, 6 = [9: FJ. We can identify this 
with the set of one-dimensional subspaces Fd where d= (/I, d2,..., d,,,) # 0, 
/IEF, diE G&. Let 0 be the open subset of P%“- ‘16 defined by /I #O and 
let 0, be the open subset of VY consisting of the T’h where 
h=Ch,e,E&$) and h,,#O. If FdeO then Fd*dEO, and the map 
r/: pd--+ Fd*d (4.31) 
is injective. Also q is surjective on 0,. For, if h = (h,) E p(y) and h, I # 0 
then Uhe,,=he,,h=Ch,,hve,E~h and since h,,#O, Uhe,,=h,,h. Thus 
h,, h = d*d where d = C hlieli. Hence q is surjective on 0,. Moreover, q is 
regular since it is given coordinatewise by homogeneous polynomials of the 
same degree (see, e.g., [S, p. 151). Also q - ’ is regular since it is defined by 
the map of a matrix into its first row. Hence q is an F-isomorphism of 0 
onto 0,. 
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Next let I= H(M,(O), F). We now denote an element h E 9 as 
h=i a,eii+a,[23]+a,[31]+a,[12] (4.32) 
where ai[ jk] = a,e,, + Ciekj. Then we have the formula (1.3) for the generic 
norm and the adjoint of h is 
A#= 1 (aiczj-n(ak))ekk+(a,ai-a,a,)[ij] 
(123) 
(4.33) 
where &123) denotes summation on the cyclic permutation of (1,2, 3). The 
U operator is defined by (1.8): U,k = T(h, k) h - h# x k where 
(h x k = (h + k)# -h” - k#) and T(h, k) = (A:N)(d/;N) - dt(dkN). 
Let p’(y)= {hey I h#=O}, p”(y)= (a*a I a=C,‘=, aiel,,a,~O}. 
Then ~*a=Cn(a,)e~~+&,~~)b,[jk], bi=G,a,. Then U*UE~ and 
(a*~)” = 0 if the ai are in an associative subalgebra of 0. Also it is clear 
from (1.8) that p’(2) c p(j). Let 0, be the open subset of VY defined by 
CI~ ~0. Let h~0~ and consider U,e,,. Since h=~clieii+&,23~ai[jk], 
/;he,, is a linear combination of terms of the form U,,e,, , U,,,,e,, , 
Ua,[jklel12 Ue,,p.a8~jk~ell~ Ua,[jkl,apCqrlell. Since 0 is alternative the entries in 
each of these Jordan products are contained in associative subalgebras. 
Hence for each of these products we can apply the formulas UYel 1 = ye,, y, 
Uy,re~l=yellz+~elly to show that Hell =C hdlje, where 
(hi,, h,,, hi,) = (tl,, a3, ti2). Then h,,h =d*d for d= (hII, h12, II,~). Hence 
hep”(y). It now follows as in the proof in the associative case that if we 
identify !F’Fi6) with the set of one-dimensional subspaces Ed where 
d= (a, d,, d3), BEF, die OFi, and define the open subset 0 of [FDF16’ by 
/I #O then (4.31) defines an F-isomorphism of 0 onto 0,. 
We prove next 
4.34. THEOREM. Let 2 = H(M,(9), F) where 9 is an associative com- 
position algebra and m > 3. Let d= (d, ,..., d,,,) = C die,, where d, E 9. Then 
every element of p(y) has the form ad*d. 
Proof We note first that the set Y = { ctd*d 1 a E F, d = (d, ,..., d,) > is 
stabilized by Str. 9. If 9 = F or a quaternion algebra then it is known that 
Str 2 is the set of maps x-+cla*xa where c1 E F* and a is an invertible 
element of M,(9) [ 14, pp. 133-1341. Then cra*d* da = a(da)* da E Y. If 9 
is a quadratic composition algebra then Str $ is the set of maps x -\N, cra*xa 
and the set of maps x-+ txa*Za where c1 E F* and a is invertible in M,(9). 
Then cra*d* da = a(da)* da E -Y so the result is clear in this case also. 
We have seen that Str 61 acts transitively on p(y). Since V c p(y) and 
V is stabilized by Str 2 it follows that V = p(y). 1 
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We can now strengthen Theorem 4.26 in the special case in which 
JJ = H(M,(F)) by replacing birational equivalence by isomorphism. 
4.35. THEOREM. Zf f = H(M,(F)) then YR is F-isomorphic to the projec- 
tive space PF’” -- ‘I. 
Proof. We shall show that q: Fd-+Fd*d is an F-isomorphism of 
lPF(“-‘) onto Ya. The surjectivity of ye follows from Theorem 4.34. Now 
suppose d*d = c*c # 0. Then d, # 0 for some i, 1 d i < m. Then the (i, i)-en- 
try of d*d is 4 # 0. Hence c, # 0 also and 4.28 implies that Fd = Fc. Hence 
q is injective so r] is bijective. Also it is clear that q and 17-l are regular and 
defined over F. Hence 4 is an F-isomorphism. m 
We shall establish next another isomorphism theorem for projective 
varieties which in a different form is well known. 
4.36. THEOREM. Let 9 = (End,V)“” where V is any m-dimensional vec- 
tor space over F. Then “Yf z lWF(“‘~ ” x 5J%” I’. 
We remark that 2 ~A%~,(F)(~‘s H(M,(9)), F) where 9 = Fl @ Fl and j 
is the exchange involution. 
Proof. Let V* = Hom,( V, F). We have the standard isomorphism of 
V* @ V onto End, V (Z M,(F)) sending U* 00, U* E V*, u E V, into 
I,,,.,.: x-“+ (u*, x) v 
where (u*, xl) = u*(x). Then we have 
(4.37) 
Hence 
(u* 0 u)(x* 0 y)(u* 0 v) E F(u* 0 v) (4.39) 
so U* 0 v E p(y). Conversely, suppose 1 =x:; u,* 0 v, E p(y)). We may sup- 
pose the u,* are linearly independent and the vi are independent. Then 
r < m and there exist USE V, v,+ E V* such that 
Hence 
This implies that r = 1. Hence p(f) = {u* @v / U* E V*, VE V}. 
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Similarly if F is an algebraically closed field containing F then 
+&=EndF V, and p(~$)= {u*@v 1 U*E V$, UE V,}. We can identity 
IF’%‘+ ‘) with the set of one-dimensional subspaces FM* of V$ and with the 
set of one-dimensional subspaces i% of V. Then we have the surjective map 
of P%“‘-‘I x lP’%“- ‘) onto VY such that 
Y/: (Ed*, Fil)-+F(u*@v). (4.40) 
Since UT @ vr and VT @ v2 are linearly independent if UT and UT are linearly 
independent and u1 and v2 are linearly independent it follows that q is 
injective. It is also clear that q and qP’ are regular and defined over F. 
Hence q is an isomorphism of the projective varieties. 1 
5. REDUCING FIELDS AND GENERIC REDUCING FIELDS 
We recall that if E and E’ are fields then a place 9 on E to E’ is a 
homomorphism of a subring R of E into E’ such that if a E E and a 4 R 
then u-l E R and 9(aP’) = 0. R is a valuation ring in E in the sense that 
E=Ru(R*)-’ where (R*)-‘= {Y-’ 1 r#O in R}. R is a local ring and if 
P is its maximal ideal and U is the multiplicative group of invertible 
elements of R then r= E*/U can be regarded as an ordered group in which 
the subset P*U/U is the set of elements < 1. Moreover, if we take 
V= TV (0) then we obtain a V-valuation cp of E by defining 
do) = 0, cp(a) = alJE I- if a#O. (5.1) 
(See, e.g., [12, Sect. 9.71.) If E and E’ are extensions of the same field F 
then 9 is called an F-place if PC R and .P is an F-algebra homomorphism. 
We can now give the following 
5.2. DEFINITION. Let f be outer central simple over F. Then an exten- 
sion field E/F is called a reducing field for 4 if YE is reduced. E is called a 
generic reducing field if it has the property that an extension E’IF is a 
reducing field for 4 if and only if there exists an F-place on E to E’. 
If 9 is outer central simple then ,$E is simple for any extension E/F. 
Hence $E is reduced if and only if it contains a reduced element v # 0. It is 
clear from the definition of V/ that this is the case if and only if V3 has an 
E-rational point. Hence we have 
5.3. THEOREM. E/F is a reducing field for an outer central simple Jordan 
algebra $ if and only if V”” has an E-rational point. 
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We can use this criterion to prove 
5.4. THEOREM. If E/F is a reducing field for the outer central simple f 
and there exists an F-place on E to F/F then F is a reducing field for 9. 
Evidently this follows from 5.3 and the following 
5.5. LEMMA. Let “V be a projective F-variety. Suppose: (1) V has an 
E-rational point for thefield E/F, and (2) there is an F-Place 9” on E to E/F. 
Then V has an El-rational point. 
Proof Let (~1, ,..., CI,) be the homogeneous coordinates of an E-rational 
point of Y and let R be the valuation ring of 9’. We can divide by an cli 
with the biggest valuation to obtain one C(~= 1 and the rest in R. Then 
(Pa 1 ,..., Ya,) is an r-rational point. 1 
An immediate consequence of 5.4 is 
5.6. COROLLARY. Jf F(t,,..., <,), 5, indeterminates, is a reducing field for 
2 then & is reduced. 
Proof This follows from 5.4 since we have an F-place on F( t l ,..., 5,) to 
F (see Exercises 24 on p. 561 of [12]). 1 
We can now prove 
5.7. THEOREM. If 2 is outer central simple the field PF(V”$) of rational 
functions on Vz is a generic reducing field for f. Moreover, f is reduced if 
and only if PF(yY) is rational over F. 
Proof Consider the coordinate algebra F[V”] = F[<]/Y(+$), and the 
field PF(V#). It is clear that (5, +Y(VY),..., (,+~(YJ’~), is an 9(V9)- 
rational point of V” . Hence PF( $‘/ ) is a reducing field for 8. Thus $F(V-j ) 
is reduced. On the other hand, PF(V#) is the subfield of F(VY) of fractions 
fg-’ where f, gE F[Y”“] an are homogeneous of the same degree. Now d 
2 F(Yf) = (YPF(+ JF(*/) and since F(Y”“) is a simple transcendental exten- 
sion of PF(Y”“) it follows from Corollary 5.6 that yPF(Yj is reduced. Hence 
PF(V#) is a reducing field and hence, by 5.4, if we have an F-place on 
PF(VY) to a field E’/F then E’ is a reducing field. Conversely, suppose El/F 
is a reducing field. Then we have a canonical imbedding of the coordinate 
algebra of V# into the coordinate algebra of VYF. and this can be extended 
to an imbedding of the field PF(VY) into the field PE’(V2,,). On the other 
hand, since j$ is reduced PF’(VY,,) is rational over F’. Then we have an 
E-place on PE’(V9,,) to F’. The restriction of this place to PF(VY) 
(c PE(VYE.)) is an F-place on PF(V”“) to E’. This concludes the proof of 
the first statement. 
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We have seen before that if f is reduced then PF(Vf) is rational over F. 
Conversely, suppose PF(Vf) is rational. Since PF(yf) is a reducing field it 
follows from 5.6 that f is reduced. 1 
We shall prove next an analogue for Jordan algebras of the classical 
existence theorem for separable splitting fields of central simple associative 
algebras. 
5.8. THEOREM. Any finite-dimensional outer central simple Jordan 
algebra % has a finite-dimensional separable reducing field. 
Proof: As we shall indicate in Section 7, it follows from the structure 
theory that if the base field F is finite then f is reduced. Hence we may 
assume F is infinite. Let m be the degree of f. Let (u, ,..., u,) be a base for 
f/F, x = C; riui where the <; are indeterminates, and let 6(x) = S(ti,..., <,,) 
be the discriminant of m,(2), the minimum polynomial of XE$&~). We 
claim that 6(x) # 0. To see this let F be an algebraically closed extension of 
F. Then fF is reduced and hence by the structure theorems of Section 2, 2r 
contains m orthogonal idempotents e,#O. Let a=C aie, where the CX, are 
distinct elements of F. Then the minimum polynomial ~~(2) of a is f(i) = 
n (2 - ai) so m,(2) = p,(n). Hence if a = C piui, pie F, then S(b, ,..., /I,,) # 0 
so 6(x) # 0. Since F is infinite we can choose y, E F so that if c = C yiu, E 4 
then S(c) # 0. Then m,(n) = pL,.(;l) has distinct roots in i? Now let F, be the 
separable algebraic closure of F and consider c as element of yF,. Since 
pL,(n) has distinct roots in FS, the subalgebra F,[c] of &$, and hence fF, 
contain m non-zero orthogonal idempotents. This implies that 2,,; is 
reduced. Let d= C 6,u, be a reduced element of 2Fb and let E = F(6, ,..., 6,,). 
Then E is finite dimensional separable over F and YE contains the reduced 
element d. Hence 2E is reduced. 1 
A projective variety Y defined over F is called a Brauer-Severi variety if 
there exists a separable algebraic extension E/F such that YE is isomorphic 
to a projective space. Hence Theorem 5.8 and Theorem 4.35 imply that if 
j = H(&‘, J) where d is central simple with involution J of orthogonal 
type then “y-, is a Brauer-Severi variety. 
It is well-known result of the associative theory that if d is central sim- 
ple over F and E is a subfield such that [E: F] = deg .d then E is a 
splitting field. We shall now prove an analogue of this result for separable 
subfields that will be needed in the next section. 
5.9. THEOREM. Let 9 be an outer central simple Jordan algebra over F. 
Suppose E is a separable extension field of F such that [E: F] = m = deg $ 
and Ety) is isomorphic to a subalgebra of $. Then E is a reducingfieldfor f. 
Proof: We have E = F(p) where p has minimum polynomial f(A) of 
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degree m with distinct roots. Also f contains an element a with minimum 
polynomial j(n). Let f,(n) =f(1)/(1- p) E E[n] and put 
el =f(a)/f’b) (5.10) 
where f’(n) is the formal derivative of f(n). We claim that e, is a reduced 
idempotent in YE. To see this we consider the separable algebraic closure 
F, which we assume contains E. Then f(A) = n (A - pi) = n,+ i (Ai pi) in 
F,[%] with distinct pi and p, = p. By elementary algebra, if we put 
h(n)=f(A)/(n-Pi) and ei=fi(a)/f’(pj) then the e, are non-zero 
orthogonal idempotents in 2Fs with sum 1. Hence the e, are reduced idem- 
potents in flFs and since e, E YE this is a reduced idempotent in YE. Hence 
YE is reduced. 1 
Remark. It seems likely that 5.9 holds without the hypothesis of 
separability. 
6. NORM HYPERSURFACES 
If f is a Jordan algebra over F we define the norm hypersurface J$ off 
as the set of zeros in P’$$ of the generic norm, F an algebraically closed 
field containing F. If (ul ,..., u,) is a base for f/F and x=x tiui in RF,<) 
where the 5, are indeterminates then 4”” is defined by the polynomial 
N(x) E F[{]. We have shown in [S] that N(x) is irreducible if 2 is simple 
of characteristic 22. The preliminary Lemma 1 on p. 38 of [S] carries over 
to arbitrary characteristic and this implies that N(x) is absolutely 
irreducible if f is outer central simple. Then (N(x)) is the ideal of &‘Y and 
the coordinate algebra F[<Y] = F[r]/(N(x)) is a domain. Hence we can 
define the field of rational functions (homogeneous of degree 0) of Ss,. We 
shall call this the projective norm field of 2 and denote it as PNF(y). 
It can be shown by case considerations that if 4 is reduced and outer 
simple then MY is birationally equivalent over F to PF’“-2’. We shall give 
a uniform proof of this result due to John Faulkner which gives some 
additional information on equations satisfied by reduced elements. (We 
shall show in Section 8 that these characterize VY .) 
If a and b are elements of a Jordan algebra f, N the generic norm and m 
the degree, then we write 
N(a + lb) = 2 N,(a, b) A’. 
i=O 
(6.1) 
Then N,(a, b) = N(a), N,(a, b) = N(b), and, in general, Ni(a, b) = 
N, _ i(b, a) is a homogeneous polynomial function of degree m - i in a and 
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of degree i in b. The generic minimum polynomial m,(A) = 
~“-~z,(a)Am-‘+ ... + (- 1)” r,(a) = N(11 -a). Hence 
z,(a) = Ni( 1, a). (6.2) 
Now let JJ be reduced outer simple. We have seen in Theorem 3.6 that if 
e is a redued idempotent in f then m,(A) = (A - 1) A”- ’ so NJ 1, e) = 0 for 
i 2 2. If a is any reduced element in f then a2 = U, 1 = aa so if a # 0 then 
e=a -iu is a reduced idempotent. Otherwise a2 = 0 in which case 
m,(A) = 1”. Thus Ni( 1, a) = 0 for i > 2 if a is reduced. If c is an invertible 
element of 2 then a is also reduced in gcr) whose unit is c-‘. Since the 
generic norm N(‘)(x) = N(c) N(x) we have N(c) Ni(c -‘, a) = 0 so 
Ni(c-‘, a) = 0 if a is reduced. By extending the base field to an infinite one 
if necessary and using Zariski density we obtain 
Ni(b, a) = 0, i32 (6.3) 
for all b if a is reduced. 
We can now prove 
6.4. THEOREM. Let d be reduced and outer simple. Then the norm hyper- 
surface J$ of 2 is birationally equivalent over F to p%“p2’ (n = [2: F]). 
Proof: We may assume that 4 contains a reduced idempotent e. If 
a E f we can write a = ae + b where b E V = y0 + 2,,2. Since e is reduced we 
have, by (6.3) and (6.1), that 
N(a) = aN,(b, e) + N(b). (6.5) 
Let 0 be the open subset of P Vr defined by N(b) N,(b, e) # 0 and 0, the 
open subset of JV/ defined by a #O. Then we have the bijective map 
q: Fb-+pa, a= -N(b) e+ N,(b, e) 6, of 0 onto 0,. This is regular with 
regular inverse. Since both JV~ and PVr are irreducible it follows that these 
varieties are birationally equivalent. Since [V: F] = [%: F] - 1, P Vr can 
be identified with PF(“-2). fl 
We also have the immediate 
6.6. COROLLARL. If JJ is reduced and outer simple, the projective norm 
field of 2 is a rational function field over F transcendency degree n - 2. 
We can now prove the following analogue of Theorem 5.7 for the projec- 
tive norm field. 
6.7. THEOREM. If ,$ is outer central simple then the projective norm field 
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PNF($) is a generic reducing field for f and 9 is reduced if and only if 
PNF(6p) is rational over F. 
Proof Let x = C; riuiE da,,{, where the ti are indeterminates and the ui 
constitute a base for y/F. The minimum polynomial of x is m,(I) = 
N(11 -x). This is irreducible in F[<,,..., <,, I] since N(x) is irreducible in 
F[t]. Hence m,(A) is irreducible in F({)[A]. This implies that F(<)[x] is 
isomorphic to a field over F(t). Moreover, since the discriminant 6(x) of 
M,~(,I) # 0, F(t)[x] is separable over F(t). It follows from Theorem 5.9 that 
F(t)[x] is a reducing field for yPce, over F(4). Then F(<)[x] is also a 
reducing field for y/F. By a theorem of Heuser’s, F([)[x] is a simple trans- 
cendental extension of the field F(Kf) of fractions of F[A$] = 
F[t]/(N(x)) ([6, p. 1071 or [ 14, p. 1581). Hence, by 5.6, F(XY) is a reduc- 
ing field. Since F(JV”“) is a simple transcendental extension of PNF(y) it 
follows that PNF(f) is a reducing field for f. The rest of the argument is 
similar to the proof of Theorem 5.7 and is left to the reader. m 
7. APPLICATIONS TO INVOLUTORIAL SIMPLE ASSOCIATIVE ALGEBRAS 
We recall that an associative algebra with involution (&‘, 4) is called 
simple (or d is *-simple) if & has no ideals ~0, #.d stabilized by J. The 
center %$, of (&, J) is V n H(d, J) where w  is the center of d and (~2, J) is 
central if V0 = Fl. Now (~2, J) is central simple if and only if it is of one of 
the following types: 
A,. d =&J@WP, a central simple, J the exchange involution: 
(aI, G-+(a2, al). 
Au. d simple with center V a separable quadratic field over F, J an 
involution of second kind. 
B. d central simple, J of orthogonal type. 
C. d central simple, .I of symplectic type. 
The corresponding Jordan algebra H(d, J) are outer central simple except 
those defined by algebras with involution of type %’ in characteristic two. In 
this case the outer ideal H(d, J)’ generated by 1 is outer central simple. 
The following is the list of the degrees and dimensionalities of the 
f = H(cc4, J) or H(d, .I)’ that are outer central simple: 
AI. degf=dega=m, [y:F]=m2. 
Au. deg 9 = deg &I%? = m, [f: F] = m2. 
B. degy=degd=m, [$:F]=m(m+1)/2. 
C. degf=+deg&=m, [$:F]=m(2m-1). 
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If the degree m of any of the absolutely simple $ = H(d, J) or H(d, J)’ 
is 23 then any homomorphism of f into a Jordan algebra L?@), Lg 
associative, has a unique extension to a homomorphism (of associative 
algebras) of & into L?+J [13, Sects. 5 and 61. It follows from functorial con- 
siderations (lot. cit., p. 118) that if (4, Ji), i= 1, 2, are central simple of 
degree >3 then ylgyz if and only if (d,, J,)g(.&, J2) (that is, there is 
an isomorphism q of z&‘, onto dz such that yJ, = J2q). Also if %I and 2z 
are isotopic then &I 2 &‘z (lot. cit., p. 119). Finally, we note that it follows 
from the structure theory that the f’s listed comprise all the outer central 
simple Jordan algebras of degree > 3. One can deduce from this result and 
the determination of the outer simple Jordan algebras of degree 2 which we 
consider below that any outer central simple f over a finite field is 
reduced, a result which we used in the proof of 5.8. 
Now let 9 be a composition algebra, j the standard involution in 9, and 
let J be the standard involution in M,,,(g) extending j. If 9 =Fl then 
(M,(g), J) is of type B. If 9 is a quadratic algebra then (M,(g), J) is of 
type A, or An according as 9 is a direct sum of two copies of F or is a 
field. If 9 is a quaternion algebra then (M,(g), J) is of type C. If 
char F = 2 and 9 is quaternion then H(M,(g ), J)’ = H( M,(a), F). In all 
other cases H(M,(B), J) = H(M,(Q), F). 
We now treat the various cases separately. 
A,. (&, J) = (g@O”“, J), g central simple associative, J the 
exchange involution. The map a-+ (a, a) is an isomorphism of H(d, J) 
onto g(q) so we can state our results in terms of the algebras g and @(y). 
First, we have 
7.1. THEOREM. Let 99 he central simple associative of degree m > 3 over 
F. Then an extension field E/F is a reducirig field (generic reducing field) for 
SYCq) if and only if E is a splitting field (generic splitting field) for 9’. 
Proof: Suppose E is a reducing field for @y’. Then H(gE@ 98gPp, J) is 
isotopic to H(M,(9), E) for a composition algebra 9 over E. Hence 
~E@~~zM,(~). Since the only M,(g), 9 a composition algebra over 
-6 that is not simple is 9=E@E it follows that 
BE@ S9;p~i14M,(E) @ M,(E). Then gEr M,(E) so E is a splitting field for 
.G#. Conversely suppose BEgMm(E). Then @jr M,(E)‘Y’z H(M,(E) 0 
M,(E), J) z H(M,(E @ E), E). Hence E is a reducing field. This proves the 
statement on reducing fields and splitting fields. The statement on generic 
reducing fields and generic splitting fields follows from this and the 
definitions of the generic objects. 1 
An immediate consequence of this result and our results on generic 
reducing fields is 
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1.2. COROLLARY. Let S? be central simple associative and let 3 = 9@y). 
Then the fields PF( 9’““) and PF(.Af” ) are generic splitting fields for g. 
We recall that if ?+Y is a central simple associative algebra of degree m the 
Brauer-Severi variety of ?8 is the subvariety of the Grassmannian Gr(%?‘, m) 
of m-dimensional subspaces of gF whose points correspond to the 
m-dimensional right ideals of gF [ 1,2]. This is an irreducible variety 
defined over F of m - 1 dimensions. It is known that the field of rational 
functions on this variety is a generic splitting field of g. Hence we have the 
following result which reverses the roles of &$ and g(Y). 
1.3. COROLLARY. Let !A? be as in 1.2. Then the field of rational functions 
on the Brauer-Severi variety of 9I is a generic reducing field for SJCqJ. 
We recall that the transcendency degrees over F of PF(V2) and PF(Af9) 
are respectively 2m - 2 and m2 - 2 (4.26 and 6.4) whereas that of the field 
of the Brauer-Severi variety is m - 1. 
A,,. An extension field E/F will be called a splitting field for (&, J) of 
type A,, if dE = Mm(‘?ZE) where %? is the center of d. Since %? is separable 
quadratic, VE is either a direct sum of two copies of F or a field according 
as E contains a subfield isomorphic to @? or not. In the first case we say 
that E is a type I splitting field and in the second a type II splitting field for 
d. Now suppose that E is a reducing field for 2 = H(d, J). Then com- 
parison of the degrees and dimensionalities shows that YE is isotopic to a 
Jordan algebra H(M,(g), E) where 9 is a quadratic composition algebra 
and we shall say that E is a type I reducing field or a type II reducing field 
according as 9 is a direct sum of two copies of F or is a field. Finally, we 
define generic type I and type II splitting fields for (&, J) and generic type I 
and type II reducing fields in the obvious way. Then we have 
7.4. THEOREM. Let (&‘, J) be simple associative with involution of second 
kind and assume the degree of 2 = H(d, J) 3 3. Then an extension field E/F 
is a type I or type II splitting (generic splitting field) for (SC!, J) if and only tf 
it is respectively a type I or type II reducing field for f. 
We omit the proof which is similar to that of 7.1. 
Continuing with the same notations we have 
7.5. THEOREM. Thefields PF(yf) and PF(Af9) are generic type II reduc- 
ing fields for f and hence by 7.4, tf the degree > 3, these are generic type II 
splitting fields for (~72, J). 
Proof Let V be an absolutely irreducible projective variety defined 
over F, PF(V) its field of rational functions, and let E be a finite-dimen- 
sional separable extension field of F. If Y(V) is the ideal in F[<] = 
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FCt, ,..., &J of 9” then E @,9(Y) is the ideal in EC<] = E OF F[g] of YE. 
For, E OF$(Y’“) is a defining ideal for YE and this ideal coincides with its 
nil radical [28, Vol. II, p. 2261. Hence X(9$) = E OF Y(V). Since YE is 
irreducible, E OF 9(Y) is a prime ideal and the coordinate algebra 
E[VE]zE@.F[V]. This is a domain. Hence E@,F(Y) is a domain 
and so is its subalgebra E OF PF(Y). Since [E: F] < co, E@ PF(^Y) is 
finite dimensional over PF(V). Hence E @ PF( V) is a field. Since E 0 F E 
is not a field of E q Fit follows that PF(Y) contains no finite-dimensional 
separable E g F. This applies to PF(V>) and PF(J>) and shows that 
these fields do not contain copies of the center V of .&‘. Since PF(Vf) and 
PF(MY) are generic reducing fields for d = H(d, J) it follows that they are 
type II reducing fields. 1 
Now (&‘, & is of type A, as algebra over G?? and if E/V is a splitting field 
for & then E/F is a type I splitting field for (J@‘, J) and a type I reducing 
field for 8. It is clear also that if E is a type I splitting field for (~4, J) then 
E contains a copy of V and E is a type I reducing field for j$. Thus we 
have a reduction of the theory to the A,-type algebras we considered first. 
B. Let (d, J) be of type B, 9 = H(d, J), and let the degree m > 3. If 
E is a reducing field for 9 then YE is isotopic to H(M,(E), E) and 
,PllE~iW,,,(E) so E is a splitting field for d. Conversely, any splitting field 
for d is a reducing field for $. It follows as in the case A, that PF(V$) and 
PF(MY) are generic splitting fields for d and generic reducing fields for f. 
Moreover, the field of rational functions on the Brauer-Severi variety of & 
is a generic reducing field for $. 
C. An extension field E/F is called a l/s-splitting field for a central 
simple algebra ~4 if ~4~ has index <s [ 14, p. 1611. This is equivalent to: dE 
has a splitting field of degree <s. We shall now say that E/F is a strictly 
ljs-splitting field for d in JzJ,, has index s. In a similar manner we define 
generic l/s and generic strictly l/s-splitting fields for &. 
Now suppose (&‘, J) is central simple with involution of type C. Then 
~4 = M,(d) where A is a central division algebra with involution j and J is 
a canonical involution, that is, there exist invertible ci E H(A, j) such that J 
has the form 
A = (a,)-+ C’(ti,)C-’ (7.6) 
where ciU=j(aY) and C=diag{c,,..., c,} [lo, p. 0.111. The conditions that 
A E f = H(&‘, J) if char F# 2 and = H(&, J)’ if char F= 2 are that 
uji = cjtiiic,:’ if i # j and aiici E H(A, j) if char F # 2. Comparison of dimen- 
sionalities shows that (A, j) is a division algebra with involution of type C. 
We can now prove 
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7.7. THEOREM. Let (A, j) be a central division algebra with involution of 
type C such that A # F and let r= H( A, j) if char F # 2 and = H(A, j)’ fl 
char F= 2. Let d be the degree of A so d = 26, de Z. Then r contains a 
separable subfield of dimension 6 over F. Moreover, any d-dimensional sub- 
field of A is a strictly i-splitting field for A. 
Proof. Since A #F it follows from Wedderburn’s theorem on the com- 
mutativity of finite division algebras that F is infinite. The degree of r is 6 
and, as in the proof of 5.8, the discriminant of m,(A) for generic x is ~0. 
Then we can specialize to obtain an a such that m,(n) has distinct roots. 
Then F[a] is a separable subfield of r such that [F[a]: F] = 6. Now let E 
be any subfield of A such that [E: F] = 6. Then E is not a splitting field for 
A since [E: F] < deg A. On the other hand, [A”: F][E: F] = [A: F] =4d2 
so [AE: F] = 46 and [A”: E] = 4. Thus A” is a quaternion algebra over E 
and so contains a quadratic subfield E’JE. Then E’x E and [E’: F] = 26. 
Then E’ is a splitting field for A. It follows that the index of A, is two. 
Hence E is a strictly t-splitting field for A. 1 
7.8. COROLLARY. Let (zz?, J) be central simple with involution of type C 
such that d 7L 1 (& is not split). Then there exist strictly f-splitting fields 
for r;4. 
Our main result on the type C algebra is 
7.9. THEOREM. Let (d, J) be a central simple algebra with involution of 
type C, 2 = H(d, J) if char F # 2 and = H(d, J)’ if char F = 2. Suppose 
deg 2 > 3. Then an extension field EJF is a reducing field (generic reducing 
field) for $ if and only if it is a $-splitting field( generic t-splitting field) for 
d. Moreover, if d ?L 1 then any generic i-splitting field for d is a strictly 
t-splitting field. 
Proof: The first statement follows as in the proof of Theorem 7.1. Now 
suppose & 4 1 and let E/F be a generic &splitting field. Suppose E is not a 
strictly ksplitting field. Then E is a splitting field. By 7.8 there exists a 
strictly $-splitting field E’ for & so && = M,(9) where 9 is a quaternion 
division algebra over E’. Since E/F is a generic $-splitting field and E’/F is a 
t-splitting field there is an F-place on E to E’. Since E/F is a splitting field 
and we have an F-place on E to F’, E’ is a splitting field contrary to 
dE’ = M,(9) where 9 is a division algebra. 1 
Since PF($$) and PF(.k”“) are generic reducing fields for 9 we have 
7.10. COROLLARY. The fields PF(Y”“) and PF(AY) are generic &splitting 
fields for d and if d & 1 then these are strictly &-splitting fields. 
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8. NORM EQUATIONS DEFINING Vj 
We shall now derive an important system of equations defining the 
variety of reduced elements of an outer central simple Jordan algebra f. 
These were communicated to the author by John Faulkner. 
8.1. THEOREM. Let ,$ be outer central simple over an infinite field F, F 
an algebraically closed field containing F. Then b E fF is reduced if and only 
if 
N,(a, b) = 0, i32 (8.2) 
holds for all a E f. 
ProoJ: For each aE$ Eq. (8.2) is a homogeneous polynomial equation 
of degree i with coefficients in F for 6. These equations define a projective 
variety V. We have seen in Section 6 that if b E ~(9~) then (8.2) holds for 
all a E 9, (which is reduced). Hence (8.2) holds for all a E 3. Thus VZ c 9’“. 
Also it is clear that V c M”. Now let b E V. Then Ni(a, b) = 0 is a 
homogeneous polynomial equation of degree m - i in a with coefficients in 
i? By equating to zero the coefficients of a base for F/F this equation is 
equivalent to a system of homogeneous polynomial equations of degree 
m - i with coefficients in F. Since these hold for all a E 9 and F is infinite 
they hold for all a E $r. Thus we may assume F= F or, equivalently, F is 
algebraically closed. Then f is reduced and we may assume f contains a 
reduced idempotent e. 
Let 2 = 2, @ 2,,Z @ B;O be the Peirce decomposition of 2 relative to e. 
Then b = ae + c + d, CI E F, c E $$2, deyO. We wish to show that there 
exists an q E Str % such that q stabilizes V and qb = e. Now any invertible 
U, and any invertible B,, stabilizes Ilr. The first is clear since N( U,x) = 
N(u)* N(x) and hence Nj( U,,x, U,y) = No N(x, y). To see the second 
we use the fact that if u is invertible then B,, = U, U,-I_ V [ 13, p. 3.411. 
Hence N(B,,x) = No N(u-’ - v)~ N(x) = N(B,,,l) N(x). Then 
Ni(B,,“x, B,, y) = N(B,,, 1) Nj(x, v) which implies that B,, stabilizes V” if 
B,, is invertible. It now follows as in the proof of Theorem 4.23 that there 
exists an n that is a product of a non-zero scalar, of invertible U,, and of 
B,, such that qb = e + c’, c’ E +$$. Such an r] E Str 2 and stabilizes V. Hence 
e+c’EV. 
We claim that c’ =O. Let N’ denote the generic norm in yO. Then 
N(Pe + d’) = aN’(dl) for d’ E f0 and hence N,(/?e + d’, e + c’) = PN,!(d’, c’) + 
N:- ,(d’, c’). The condition that e’ + c’ E -tr implies that Nl(d’, c’) = 0 for all 
i>l and all d’~$$~. Then N’(d’+i’)=N’(d’) for d’~2~. By a result of 
McCrimmon’s [20, p. 2351 this implies that c’ E rad % and hence, since B;O 
is semiprimitive, c’ = 0. 
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We now have 4 -‘e=h and since q-’ E Str 2 and so stabilizes yf, 
q-‘e=bEVf. Thus V=V2. 1 
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